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Ranked Choice Voting: Turning Losers Into Winners
After nine years, most San Francisco voters still do not
understand Ranked Choice Voting (RCV).
In 2002, San Francisco voters passed Proposition A, a charter
amendment that requires the City to use ranked choice voting to
eliminate run-off elections that San Francisco had traditionally
used for electing the Mayor, City Attorney, District Attorney,
Public Defender, Sheriff, Assessor-Recorder, Treasurer, and
Board of Supervisors.
Supporters of RCV felt it would save the City money by
disposing of “costly” run-off elections with notoriously low
voter turn-out in December. Former City Controller Ed
Harrington predicted at the time San Francisco would save $1.6
million annually by using RCV. Only then-City Supervisor
Leland Yee voted against placing the RCV system on the ballot.
The big selling points for the RCV system at the time were that
it
1) Created diversity,
2) Fostered conformity, and
3) Was less expensive than run-off elections.
This is what RCV is supposed to do: Each voter is allowed to
cast a first-, second-, and third-choice vote among candidates
running for office. The votes would be counted in rounds. If one
candidate received more than 50% of the first-choice votes in
the first round, then that candidate would be elected.
If no candidate received more than 50% of the first-choice
votes, the candidate who received the fewest first-choice votes
would be eliminated. All the voters whose first-choice candidate
was eliminated would have their second-choice vote transferred
to their second-choice candidate. As each candidate with the
“fewest votes” is eliminated, their votes are to be redistributed
among the remaining candidates — until one candidate receives
more than 50% of the vote. The first candidate to receive more
than 50% of the vote ends up winning the convoluted process.
The entire RCV process is explained at sfgov.org/election.
This is how political losers can easily become elected winners.
RCV election rules that San Francisco voters need to
understand:
1) If you select the same candidate three times, only the firstchoice vote will count;
2) Always use all three of your votes;
3) If you only vote one time and your candidate is eliminated,
your vote is eliminated;
4) If you vote more than three times, none of your ballot
counts; and
5) Your second-choice vote will be counted only if your first-

choice candidate has been eliminated — and your thirdchoice vote will be counted only if BOTH your first- and
second-choice candidates have been eliminated.
More confusing: The 50% vote majority that a candidate
needs to win an election will NOT be 50% of the total votes cast
in the election. For example, if a total of 100,000 first-, second-,
and third-place votes were cast for ten candidates, the vote total
will shrink after each candidate is eliminated. After the first five
candidates are eliminated, hypothetically 10,000 first-place
votes are now gone. To win the election, a candidate will now
need to win 50% of the remaining 90,000 votes.
As the RCV process continues with the elimination of more
candidates and the further elimination of first-, second-, and
third-place votes, the winning candidate will need 50% of a
smaller and smaller pool of votes.
Unlike the RCV system, in the election run-off system a
candidate actually won an election with a majority of first-place
votes. San Francisco voters could only vote one time, as there
were no second- and third-place votes. If no candidate running
for an office received over 50% of the vote, a run-off election
was held in December. The candidate who received the most
run-off votes won the election. This majority-rule voting system
was formerly commonly called “representative democracy.”
Times have changed.
San Francisco’s new RCV system allows a candidate with far
fewer first-place votes to win an election. Contrary to the
election run-off system, the RCV system rewards the candidate
who is least objectionable to voters — not always the candidate
most liked. Candidates who receive the most first-place votes in
the first round often no longer win elections. Some refer to this
new system as “settling for the lowest common denominator.”
What happened?
In November 2000, San Francisco voters approved Proposition
O, the Fair Elections Ordinance, by 52%. Among other things,
Proposition O allowed partial public funding for Board of
Supervisor candidates. If a candidate qualified for, and
accepted, public funds, they had to stay in the race to the end, or
had to pay back public funding they had received. The
availability and acceptance of public funding means that larger
numbers of candidates now run for elected political office. If
several viable candidates run, a single candidate will seldom
receive over 50% of the vote during the first round of RCV.
If one candidate does not win an election with 50% of firstplace votes, the RCV’s lowest common denominator system
(cont’d on p.2)
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RCV: Topsy-Turvy at the Ballot Box

candidates will now run for each elective office. These are the
current 16 candidates running for Mayor: Jeff Adachi, Michela
Alioto-Pier, Cesar Ascarrunz, John Avalos, Terry Baum, David
Chiu, Paul Currier, Bevan Dufty, Tony Hall, Dennis Herrera,
Emil Lawrence, Ed Lee, Wilma Pang, Joanna Rees, Phil Ting,
and Leland Yee.
In Oakland’s first ever RCV contest for mayor, candidate Don
Perata received 35% of first-place votes, while Jean Quan
received 24% of first-place votes, in a ten-candidate field. Quan
teamed with third-place candidate Rebecca Kaplan to wage an
“anybody but Perata” campaign with their respective
supporters. With seven candidates eliminated, Quan had 31% of
the vote and Perata had 40% of the vote. When Kaplan was
eliminated, over 75% of her 20,000 votes went to Jean Quan,
Conformity = Winning: The new voting reality of RCV has and Quan won the Oakland Mayoral election.
changed the formula for winning elections by turning losers into This November’s Mayoral race is San Francisco’s first RCV
winners.
election for mayor and the specter of the Don Perata / Jean
Under the run-off system, politicians were rewarded by taking
Quan Mayoral race hangs heavily over a crowded field.
unique stands and developing innovative solutions to problems. San Francisco’s mayoral race is heading for a perfect storm of
Politicians tried to develop unique voting blocks of support to
“consensus building, mediocrity, and horse trading.” A recent
win elections.
poll of 700 likely voters conducted by the Beneson Strategy
Now, under RCV, politicians win elections by spending private Group and commissioned by interim mayor Ed Lee shows that
and public money, building name recognition, and conforming
Lee will receive only 31% of the first place votes. This is bad
on issues. If you want to attract your competitors’ voters you
news as Lee’s first-place vote count may actually be under 30%.
need to have:
After watching what happened to Don Perata with 35% of the
1) Some Mayoral job qualifications,
actual first-place votes, you know that selected candidates must
2) Name recognition,
be considering an “Anybody But Ed Lee” option.
3) The ability to raise public/private money,
Rather than seizing the initiative with the public and being bold,
4) Non-controversial positions,
most of the front-running candidates are too afraid of offending
5) The same positions on issues as your competitors, and
one another’s voters, for fear that they may not receive the other
6) No qualms about pandering to the same voters as your
candidates’ second- and third-place votes when candidates start
competitors.
being eliminated.
With no clear front-runner and a crowded field of candidates,
The real RCV election winners are the candidate’s campaign
the RCV system rewards chameleons and sheep, not wolves.
managers, strategists and pollsters, as there has never been more
The RCV process was not needed in 2007 when Gavin Newsom private and public money available, or greater demand, for their
won re-election with 72% of the vote against 13 other
services by so many candidates.
candidates.
The Mayoral candidates who have accepted public money and
On February 8, 2006, the Board of Supervisors passed
have no real chance of winning must also keep campaigning. If
Ordinance file number 051439, and amended the existing
they quit the race they would have to pay back the public funds
campaign and government conduct code to establish public
they have received.
funding for Mayoral Elections. The Ordinance was passed,
Losing candidates now have an opportunity to “shop” their
according to Supervisor Ross Mirkarimi to “ward off the
votes to more viable candidates for future jobs and
interests of big money and special interests.” In reality,
appointments. Think carefully if your first-place vote candidate
Ordinance 051439 should have been submitted to voters during starts requesting that votes go to a specific candidate. It will be
an election, since it was conceptually identical to 2000’s
interesting to see which candidates “lose” the mayoral election,
Measure O. The current RCV race for Mayor may well cost
but receive well-paying jobs in the next City Hall
citizens between $8.5 million and $11.0 million, and some of
administration.
the votes for less-popular candidates may end-up costing
Now that a candidate who represents only a small fraction of
taxpayers over $100 per vote.
City voters is capable of becoming mayor, San Francisco voters
Former Mayor Gavin Newsom stated, “I feel somewhat
must be very wise with all three of our votes. At a minimum,
uncomfortable with elected officials, and not the voters,
vote for the Mayoral candidates who represent your interests
approving a program that uses General Fund dollars to fund
and points-of-view. As intelligent voters, it is our responsibility
potential campaigns that could otherwise be spent on
to understand the vagaries of San Francisco’s Ranked Choice
investments in the community.”
Voting system.
The lethal combination of receiving public funds to run for
…George Wooding (MTHA)
election and the uncertainty of RCV means that several
favors the candidate who can “race to the bottom” faster than
their competitors.
For example, newly-elected District 10 Supervisor Malia Cohen
won by receiving only 11.7% of first-place votes cast in her
district. After 19 rounds of ballot counting, she finally received
51% of the remaining votes by tallying 2,878 total votes. Less
than 50% of District 10 voters even voted for Cohen. Cohen
won because she was the best at attracting second- and thirdplace votes of candidates who were eliminated. Is this
representative democracy?
Under the old run-off system, Cohen would have been
eliminated immediately, because she only had enough votes to
be in fourth place out of 21 candidates.
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CSFN Draft Minutes: General Assembly Meeting August 16
Call to Order. President Judith Berkowitz brought the meeting to , 2011 targeted enforcement, and vigorously promote the use of Clipper
Cards.

order at 7:00 at Northern Police Station.
2. Test traffic management strategies along Stockton similar to those
a. Quorum declared. Delegates and alternates represented 25 CSFN
that were successfully implemented on Market Street in 2009. Such
member organizations. 6 guests signed in.
strategies might include restrictions on left turns, right turn only
b. Agenda approved. July Minutes approved.
movements and right turn pockets as appropriate.
c. Introductions. Delegates and guests introduced themselves. Hosts
3
.
Restrict truck deliveries and garbage collection to hours that will
Jennifer Soloway (Ewing Terrace Neighborhood Association ETNA)
n
ot impede transit vehicle movement. Enforce this restriction.
and Andy Segal (Fair Oaks Community Coalition FOCC) described
4. Acquire and deploy a sufficient number of low-floor articulated
their organizations’ objectives, history, and current issues.
buses to speed boarding and provide adequate carrying capacity.
2. Minutes. The August General Assembly draft minutes and the Ballot
Operate these units in a short line extending from Washington
Issues Special Assembly draft minutes were approved as printed on p 3
Square to 4th and Folsom. Adjust trolley bus flow as required to
and p.7 respectively in the newsletter
accommodate low-floor fast-loading vehicles.
5. Provide more pedestrian space along Stockton Street via widened
3. Officers’ Reports.
sidewalks or parklets.
a. President Berkowitz (EMIA) observed that the initial meeting of
6. In order to divert southbound automobile traffic and possibly also
city redistricting has begun; the Redistricting Task Force meetings
the southbound #8x line away from Stockton Street, establish
are open to the public. She encouraged individuals and
contraflow lanes on Kearny Street between Columbus and Market
neighborhood organizations to submit their ideas for redistricting
Street.
input to the 9 representatives of the Redistricting Task Force. •
7. To prevent bunching of busses, position transit inspectors at
Commended and thanked Eileen Boken on work she is doing on
strategic locations during peak hours.
behalf of CFSN in Sacramento regarding delivery of CSFN
8. To facilitate and speed-up Stockton Street boarding, position part
responses to state legislation which affects voters, residents of this
time “loaders” at the busiest stops during peak hours.
city and the state in general. • Tomorrow: mayoral forum at
9. Establish an appropriate trial period for implementing the previous
Neighborhood House Potrero Hill with emphasis on how the
recommendations and adjust recommendations as appropriate.
candidates view San Francisco General Hospital and the proposed
Motion passed unanimously 17–0–2
helipad. Many more mayoral forums as well as those of other
d. Water Task Force: Chair Joan Girardot (MCIPOA)
candidates — please attend at least one. • Praised ongoing Open
e. Bylaws: Chair Evelyn Wilson (SPEAK)
Space Committee work on the Rec & Open Space Element (ROSE)
of the SF General Plan. • Thanked those who participated in the
5. New Business.
August 8 CSFN Ballot Issues Special Assembly; it enables us to
For consideration at the September General Assembly:
write VIP arguments.
Resolved: CSFN strongly opposes a measure, Assembly
st
b. 1 VP Clark (RHN)
Constitutional Amendment 4 (ACA4), in the State Legislature
nd
which would place on the ballot a change in voter approval
c. 2 VP Mahan (OMMRA)
percentages for General Obligation Bonds from a 2/3 majority to
d. Recording Secretary Mahan (OMMRA)
55%. (SPEAK)
e. Corresponding Secretary Millet (PBNA)
f. Treasurer Lew (NBN) submitted a written report.
6. Program — Measures on November 8 Ballot
a. Campaign Consultant Ordinance, Prop F
4. Committee Reports
Supervisor Scott Wiener spoke in support
a. Land Use & Housing: Chair Hiroshi Fukuda (RCA) noted
Motion from the floor to OPPOSE.
Committee Report on pg 4 of newsletter.
Motion passed unanimously 14–0–3
Resolved: Coalition for San Francisco Neighborhood opposes
Motion from the floor to write ballot argument in opposition Prop F
the certification of the CPMC EIR; and be it further
Motion passed unanimously 13–0–2
Resolved: that CSFN endorses further in-depth analysis of
Alternative 3A which would create more services and access at
b. School District Student Assignment, Prop H
the St. Luke’s location
Chris Miller, Students First, spoke in support
Motion passed 8–4–6
Motion from the floor to support the measure
b. Open Space: Committee Report on pg 8 of newsletter. Dennis
Motion failed 11–4–4 (failed to meet minimum for passage)
Antenore with Take Back Our Parks gave a update regarding the
NO POSITION
campaign. The proponents moved the campaign to the June 2012
7. Adjournment. The August CSFN General Assembly meeting was
election cycle. Felt that were being outspent by the opposition and
adjourned at 9:30PM.
wanted to takes steps to strengthen the measure and garner more
…Angelique Mahan (OMMRA) Acting Recording Secretary
public support to improve the chances for the measure to pass.
c. Transportation: Chair Gary Noguera (MPIC) introduced Bob
How to Reach Us
Feinbaum (Save Muni SF) who spoke about proposed surface
President: Judith Berkowitz • sfjberk@mac.com • 824-0617
improvements to improve transit on Stockton Street Corridor that
1st VP: Penelope Clark • penelopeclark@yahoo.com
can be implemented on a trial basis regardless if the Central
2nd VP: Angelique Mahan • angelmahan@hotmail.com
Subway is built or not.
Rec Sec (acting): Angelique Mahan • angelmahan@hotmail.com
Committee recommends reso to GA:
Corresponding Secretary: Dick Millet • milletdick@yahoo.com
Resolved: CSFN supports the 9-point pilot plan, which is:
Treasurer: Jim Lew • emtjal@sbcglobal.net
1. Allow all door boarding on Muni vehicles traveling between
Member-at-Large: Rose Hillson • gumby5@att.net
Columbus Avenue and Market Street. This change would require
Member-at-Large: Sue Cauthen • scau1321@aol.com
major outreach and advance publicity in multiple languages. To
minimize fare evasion, it would be essential to establish random and Member-at-Large: Lorraine Lucas • wozopozo@pacbell.net
Parliamentarian: Evelyn Wilson • evelynwilsregparl@earthlink.net
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Land Use & Housing Committee Report
September 12

The Regular Meeting of the CSFN Land Use & Housing Committee
was convened by Hiroshi Fukuda on Monday, September 12, 2011 at
5:44 P.M. in the Community Room of the Northern Police Station at
Turk and Fillmore Streets.
The Committee considered the following items
1. Parkmerced — Rehab option needs to be studied. Funds are
requested for litigation.
2. CPMC Update: Planning Commission hearing September 22, 2011
on Development Agreement Update and Initiation. Mayor Lee’s
“Ask” to CPMC does not address the EIR and Van Ness Plan
issues, it is just a continuation of former Mayor Willie Brown and
Gavin Newsom’s Pay to Play policies.
3. Japantown Better Neighborhood Area Plan:
There is a recommendation of “removal of density limits in the
Japantown NCD”. This appears to be the latest strategy by
Planning Department to increase housing without increasing
heights and providing parking. A senior Planner remarked that the
open space and light requirements will control number of units.
Note, the Recreation and Open Space Element (ROSE) may
drastically reduce the open space requirement in future residential
and commercial projects.
4. Joint resolution with CSFN Open Space Committee concerning
Recreation and Open Space Element: (Please see next column for
full text):
RESOLVED, that Coalition for San Francisco Neighborhoods
(CSFN) strongly opposes the adoption of the 2011 draft
Recreation and Open Space Element (ROSE) in its current
iteration and requests that the Planning Commission continue
its current scheduled adoption date of October 20 for 90 days
or longer.
5. Market Octavia Appeal: funds still needed for administrative
expenses.
6. Sustainable Communities Strategy:
SF Transit Authority Sept 21 Director’s Forum 1–3 PM 100 Van
th
Ness, 26 Fl.
Revised Allocation Methodology
In the initial RHNA methodology proposed by ABAG and MTC
for 2014–2022, 70 percent of the region’s total housing need will
be allocated to the Priority Development Areas (PDAs) and
Growth Opportunity Areas identified by local jurisdictions, while
the remaining 30 percent of the total housing need will be allocated
based on household formation growth.
http://www.onebayarea.org/pdf/HMC_agenda-packet_5-11.pdf
7. Formation of CSFN State Government and Environment
Committee: deferred for discussion until next meeting.
WHEREAS, land use and housing issues are increasingly being
legislated at the state level; and
WHEREAS, environmental issues are increasingly having an
impact on land use and related issues; therefore be it
RESOLVED, that the Coalition for San Francisco Neighborhoods
will form a State Government and Environment Committee to
address these issues.
Examples: SB 226 Environmental Quality: limit CEQA for certain
infill projects. AB 900 has passed and will fast track CEQA for
$100 million+ projects.
8. Live Nation project at the Masonic Auditorium to be heard by
Planning Commission in October.
The next regular meeting of the Committee will be held on Monday,
October 10, 2011 at 5:30 p.m. in the Community Room of the Northern
Police Station located at Turk and Fillmore Streets
The meeting was adjourned at 7:50 P.M.
…Hiroshi Fukuda (RCA)

Executive Committee Report
August 24
Failed to receive August 24 ExComm Report.
Report will appear in the October newsletter.

Joint Reso Concerning Continuance of Rec &
Open Space Element at Planning Commission

WHEREAS, the current 1986 Recreation and Open Space
Element (ROSE) states that “where new recreation and
cultural buildings are needed they should be located outside
of existing parks and playgrounds” and “when new indoor
facilities are needed the City should allocate funds for land
acquisition as well as for construction,” the 2011 draft ROSE
allows for construction of buildings on park land and
provides a blueprint for building on our parklands; and
WHEREAS, the 1986 ROSE gives a high priority for
preserving existing public open space and acquiring
additional open space for public use, however the draft ROSE
does not prioritize either preservation or acquisition of open
space, but rather promotes the policy of “no net loss” of
existing open space; and
WHEREAS, the 2011 draft ROSE, in its “no net loss” policy,
equates largely inaccessible rooftop gardens with groundlevel open space when determining “no net loss” of green
space; and
WHEREAS, the 1986 ROSE has no mention of privatization,
commercialization of our parks, however the 2011 draft
ROSE devotes considerable language to using our parks for
revenue generation without including the need for public
access for all San Franciscans of our parks; and
WHEREAS, the 2011 draft ROSE does not meet mandates for
preservation of open space outlined in the state law that
governs Open Space Elements (CA Code 65560 through
65568); and
WHEREAS, the 2011 draft ROSE eliminates the requirement
of private open space onsite; and
WHEREAS, the 2011 draft ROSE eliminates actual square
footage of private open space required in commercial
developments to just “enough”; and
WHEREAS, the 2011 draft ROSE allows private open spaces
to be located in the public space or be eliminated with
payment of “in-lieu” fees; and
WHEREAS, the 1986 ROSE retained Policies 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7
to protect private open space and the 2011 draft ROSE
deletes those policies; and
WHEREAS, the 2011 draft ROSE directs changes to both the
Planning Code and the Residential Design Guidelines;
therefore be it
RESOLVED, that Coalition for San Francisco
Neighborhoods (CSFN) strongly opposes the adoption of
the 2011 draft Recreation and Open Space Element
(ROSE) in its current iteration and requests that the
Planning Commission continue its current scheduled
adoption date of October 20 for 90 days or longer.
…LU&H + OS Committees
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California Pacific Medical Center Plans
CSFN has approved two policies: Urge Planning Commission
not to approve building permits for expansion until a city-wide
Master Plan for healthcare facilities is adopted. Oppose
certification of the EIR for CPMC, and endorse in-depth
analysis of Alternative 3A (which downsizes the project for
Cathedral Hill and places more services at the St Luke’s site).
CPMC has the option to achieve seismic safety and
modernization by upgrading hospitals and medical office
buildings (MOB) at four existing campuses.
CPMC uses a mandate for seismic upgrades to justify its choice
to restructure operations: close California Street campus;
convert Pacific Heights campus to outpatient services; reduce or
eliminate services formerly provided at St Luke’s Hospital and
MOB; concentrate inpatient and acute care at a new site in the
Van Ness Corridor. (For the Davies campus, plans for
construction and specialty care do not displace existing use.)
The Van Ness Area Plan limited the Cathedral Hill site to
housing and ancillary commercial development. The Van Ness
Corridor is zoned to foster housing opportunities, preserve some
existing commercial use, and limit traffic-inducing
development.
The proposal for Cathedral Hill is a massive development at the
confluence of major traffic and transit corridors: 555-bed
hospital (about 265' high) occupies one block; MOB 130' high
occupies nearly half a block at Van Ness and Geary; existing
offices at Sutter and Franklin are converted to a second MOB.
A 60-point Development Agreement proposed by the Mayor did
not consider impacts identified in the Draft EIR, zoning
compliance, or medical service impacts city-wide. The Mayor’s
plan also ignored findings of the Legislative Analyst’s Report,
responding to the Board of Supervisors. CPMC sought side
agreements with local organizations; the Mayor’s offer reflects
organizational wish lists. Pay-to-play mitigation for specific
beneficiaries does not compensate city residents for severe,
irreversible consequences of CPMC’s plan.
The Cathedral Hill campus is proposed for a site at the
confluence of major transportation corridors (Van Ness, Geary,
Franklin, Post, Sutter). Traffic impacts can be expected to
exacerbate existing congestion on Highway 101, the Geary
Corridor, and other thoroughfares or transit preferential streets
(potentially O’Farrell, Polk, Bush, Gough, and routes through
the Tenderloin and Civic Center). The Geary Corridor is already
subject to congestion. Van Ness experiences frequent meltdowns
where local traffic conflicts with Highway 101.
CPMC’s rationale for the Van Ness site is access to public
transit and Highway 101, facilitating travel from the North Bay
for doctors and patients. This goal assumes increasing auto
traffic.
In a congestion-prone area, CPMC plans off-street parking for
1,227 cars (including the existing Sutter/Franklin garage)—plus
14 spaces for van loading and loading areas for trucks and
ambulances. The design for Van Ness and Geary invites 1,055
autos to two garages at a critical intersection — more than 2½
times the parking this site offered for hotel and office use. The
more drivers CPMC attracts, the more circulation in the vicinity

will be disrupted by drivers turning or queuing near garage
entries, circling the neighborhood to seek other parking,
maneuvering for drop-off and pick-up.
Golden Gate Transit and six Muni lines operate within one
block of the proposed complex (2, 3, 19, 38, 47, 49). Other
Muni routes crossing Van Ness north of Civic Center are
impeded by traffic congestion in the Van Ness Corridor,
affecting service along the route.
1,227 parking spaces for hospital visitors, MOB, and staff
portend more impacts for neighboring commercial districts and
residents, than the previous 577 spaces for workers and hotel
guests. Compared to commercial offices (or a hotel), a hospital
entails a large turn-over of staff, three shifts in 24 hours, seven
days a week. Parking for hospital visitors and MOBs could turn
over many times, day or evening. Hotel and office garages may
turn over once a day or less, with hotels often below capacity.
CPMC proposes a pedestrian tunnel crossing Van Ness near
Geary. A tunnel raises safety issues and complicates any plan
for underground transit in the Van Ness Corridor (a long-range
objective of the Van Ness Area Plan, subject to funding
availability).
CPMC’s plan conflicts with other key elements of the Van Ness
Area Plan (changes allowed use, doubles the allowable height,
exceeds bulk controls). The VNAP integrated objectives and
zoning rules that require developers to build housing, while
limiting building mass and traffic-inducing commercial uses.
The height limit for the project area was set at 130 feet, with
bulk and design controls to reduce development impacts. The
controls foster a consistent profile appropriate for an important
boulevard.
The Draft EIR considered four sites where CPMC proposed
operations and identified significant environmental impacts —
particularly around the Cathedral Hill campus. Impacts can be
reduced (but not eliminated) by what Staff described as
”environmentally preferred” Alternative 3: reduce Cathedral
Hill size and intensity, redistributing specialty departments. A
community consensus favored Alternative 3A (where the focus
is rebuilding St Luke’s to approximate the current size and
capacity for services).
The DEIR considered an additional alternative: Rebuild at the
four existing campuses, instead of consolidating services.
Impacts of consolidation on emergency response and city-wide
distribution of medical care must be considered: CPMC controls
four previously independent hospital complexes offering
inpatient and emergency care. CPMC is responsible for 40% of
the city’s medical care. St Luke’s is the only private hospital
located in the southern and eastern sectors; except for SF
General, other hospital facilities are north of Market,
complicating access for neighborhoods previously served by St
Luke’s.
Proposed consolidation reduces or eliminates acute care centers
at St Luke’s, Pacific Heights, and California Street that are
accessible now for emergency treatment — or after a disaster.
Concerns were raised about CPMC’s poor record (compared to
private-rooms and high-end specialty treatment raised concerns
(cont’d on p.6.)
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CPMC Plan Summary

(cont’d from p.5)

Tasks
other private operations) of access for lower-income
Distribute CSFN resolution regarding Infrastructure Financing
populations and individuals eligible for Medicare or MediCal.
Districts (IFD) bills which would eliminate voter approval
Consolidating hospital services in a facility that features
(AB485, AB910, SB214 and SB310).
private-rooms and high-end specialty treatment raised
Meet with Sarah Erlich (Loni Hancock fellow) and Conrad
concerns about standard nursing practices, care for individuals
Crump (Fiona Ma aide).
with limited resources, and impacts on other providers (such
Lessons learned
as Nob Hill’s St Francis Hospital — charity care provider for
When distributing a resolution, place the resolution in the inbox
Tenderloin and other populations).
unless you wish to speak with an aide.
The Planning Commission heard concerns about impacts from
When distributing a resolution, hand the resolution to the
restructuring an organization providing 40% of healthcare
receptionist if you wish to speak with the aide assigned to that
citywide. Commissioners said they are not equipped to make
legislation.
decisions on such momentous proposals without reference to
Most (but not all) State bills are introduced in January and
a citywide healthcare Master Plan.
February. This is the time to be proactive.
Each bill is associated with a specific aide eg: AB485 (Ma) –
Board of Supervisors then passed legislation making CPMC
Gina Frisby, AB910 (Torres) – Lisa Engel, SB214 (Wolk) –
subject to a new citywide Health Care Services Master Plan
Samantha Lui, SB310 (Hancock) – Sarah Engel
— if all project approvals are not in place before January
Committee reports are a good source of info. They can be found 2013. CPMC successfully argued for the exception (although
online at www.leginfo.ca.gov under the link to Daily Updates.
their project was the impetus for creating a Master Plan the
Meetings
city lacked for decades). Department of Public Health is the
Met at length with Sarah Engel (Hancock). Her points were that proponent for development, after which the Health Care
Services Master Plan will be considered by Health and
all four bills (AB485, AB910, SB214 and SB310) address a
different aspect of IFDs. Per Sarah, AB485 addresses mixed use Planning Commissioners and BOS.
and residential development for transit villages, AB910
CSFN has decided that city actions to approve CPMC
addresses IFD policy, SB214 addresses a comprehensive IFD
applications must wait until the Master Plan is available to
reform package with accountability reports and SB310
guide official decisions. Target date for Master Plan approval
addresses transit priority projects, density, greenhouse gases and by BOS is June 2013. Meanwhile, negotiations continue about
unbundling parking. That each of these bills also eliminates
the Mayor’s demands for “mitigation” (mostly in dollar
voter approval for IFDs was incidental and not the main intent
figures). CPMC reports progress negotiating a counter-offer.
of the legislation.
Many “demands” in the Mayor’s 60-point list (released May
Per aide at Chris Norby’s office (Chris is a So-Cal Assembly
16,
2011) were not reasonably related to environmental or
member with a long history of opposing redevelopment abuses),
citywide
healthcare impacts of CPMC plans. Environmental
the four different bills are part of a legislative strategy. If one
impacts
call
for mitigation by project changes — or for
bill is not doing well, the other bill can be amended.
disapproval.
Per Sarah Engel, the bill which originally set up IFDs was a
The DEIR identifies project alternatives to reduce impacts:
compromise. That is why it has the provisions for voter
One is rebuild the existing campuses. Another is downsize the
approval. These provisions were not only burdensome, but are
Cathedral Hill campus by continuing some services that
most certainly unconstitutional. Sarah stated repeatedly that
CPMC
plans to remove from St Luke’s or the California
IFDs are not the same as redevelopment. IFDs have many
campus
(Alternatives 3A and 3B).
safeguards, so really shouldn’t need voter approval. IFDs don’t
have eminent domain. (Sarah was advised how redevelopment
In the event of project approval — funding for housing is an
bulldozed neighborhoods like the Western Addition in the
appropriate demand — related to rezoning one and a half
1960s) Entities within an IFD give their tax increment funds to blocks designated by the Van Ness Area Plan for housing
an IFD on a voluntary basis. Sarah was asked if Hancock would development. Considerable funding to develop affordable
accept amendments to SB310. Sarah said she might but they
housing elsewhere is relevant mitigation for lost housing
would need the amendments asap.
opportunity sites. This is In addition to funding replacement
Per Sarah, the authors of the various IFD bills were coordinating for 25 units that CPMC will demolish (required by SRO
their efforts so that the bills would be consistent. In other words, preservation ordinance).
there is collusion going on.
Met briefly with Conrad Crump at Fiona’s offlce as Gina Frisby Planning Commission schedule for CPMC
Development Agreement update and initiation
was unavailable. Conrad was asked if Fiona would be willing to Sept 22
Oct
13
EIR certification and action on entitlements.
withdraw AB485. The response was “no”. Conrad said that even
Department of Public Health web site shows the framework
if Fiona withdrew her bill, there were three others. This seems
for Master Plan development, the Task Force role, and
to conflrm the legislative strategy theory put forth by Chris
projected public meetings.
Norby’s aide.
…Linda Chapman
Besides the CSFN resolution, info on the Treasure Island
…submitted
by
Hiroshi Fukuda
lawsuit was dropped off at the offices of Ma, Hancock,
Chair
,
Land
Use
&
Housing Cmte
Ammiano, Simitian and Corbett.
…Eileen Boken (SPEAK)— 6 —

THANK YOU TO OUR SPONSORS!
BENEFACTORS
David Winthrop Allen Family Trust
San Francisco Fire Fighters Local 798
San Francisco Police Officers’ Assn

At the July GA Assessor-Recorder Phil Ting
talks to us about an ordinance which has
since been removed from the ballot…
but he was really interesting nonetheless!

PATRONS
Cole Valley Improvement Assn
Haight Ashbury Improvement Assn
Neighbors of SF General Hospital
Pacific Heights Residents Assn
Retired Firemen & Widows Assn of SFFD

Public Defender Jeff Adachi cheerleads for
Pension Reform, Prop D at the August 8
Ballot Issues Special Assembly.

Chris Miller of Students First beats
the drum for Student Assignment
to schools, Prop H at the August
General Assembly.

SPONSORS
Barbary Coast Neighbors Assn
Buena Vista Neighborhood Assn
Cathedral Hill Neighborhood Assn
Dolores Heights Improvement Club
East Mission Improvement Assn
Forest Knolls Neighborhood Org
Friends of the Music Concourse
Greater West Portal Neighborhood Assn
Laurel Heights Improvement Assn
Miraloma Park Improvement Club
OMI Neighbors in Action
Richmond Community Assn
Sunset Hts Assn of Responsible People (SHARP)
Sunset Parkside Ed & Action Cmte (SPEAK)
Telegraph Hill Dwellers
Hon Mike Antonini
Kathryn Devincenzi, Attorney
John Barbey
Dick Millet
John Bardis
Gary Noguera
Judith Berkowitz
Bert Polacci
Bernie Choden
Jeanne & Winchell Quock
Penny Clark
Steve Williams, Attorney
Sheryl Connell
(And thanks to Maria Sousa)

S p e c i a l t h a n k s t o O f fi c e D e p o t f o r
photocopy ing services!
Supervisor Scott Wiener presents
Amending/Repealing
Ordinances–Prop E,
Campaign Consultant Reform–Prop F,
and Sales Tax–Prop G
at the August General Assembly.

COMMITTEE MEETINGS

Land Use & Housing • Monday 5:30PM Oct 10 • Northern Police
Station • Chair Hiroshi Fukuda • ninersam@aol.com • 386-2212
Gov’t & Elections • Chair Charles Head • charlesnhead@hotmail.com
Open Space • Ongoing Meetings • Chair Nancy Wuerfel •
nancenumber1@aol.com • 731-6432, Co-chair Ramona Albright •
621-9621
Bylaws • Chair Evelyn Wilson • evelynwilsregparl@earthlink.net •
566-7826
Water Task Force • Chair Joan Girardot • 346-5525
Transportation • Chair Gary Noguera • garynoguera@earthlink.net
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Call to Or der/Ascer tain Quorum
A. Introduction of Deleg ates and Guests / Shor t Announcements
B. Hosts
1. Diamond Heights Community Assn — DHCA
2. Greater West P or tal Neighborhood Assn — GWPNA

Approval of August 2011 Minutes

Officers’ Re ports
A. President
B. Vice Presidents
C. Secretaries
D. Treasurer

Committee Action Items — written re por ts in Newsletter
A. Land Use & Housing
B. Open Space
C. Water Task Force
D. Tr anspor tation
E. Government & Elections
F. Bylaws

Unfinished Business: Reso regarding Assembly Constitutional Amendment 4
(ACA4), in the State Legislature: would place on the ballot a change in voter
approval percentages for General Obligation Bonds from a 2/3 majority to
55%. (SPEAK)

New Business: Reso opposing the adoption of the 2011 draft Recreation
and Open Space Element (ROSE) in its current iter ation and requesting that
the Planning Commission continue its current scheduled adoption date of
October 20 for 90 days or longer.

Progr am: City Supervisorial Redistricting.
Presenter: Redistricting Task Force Member David Pilpel

Adjournment

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

7:00

7:15

7:20

7:25

7:40

7:50

8:00

Neighborhood Views is published monthly, the official voice of the Coalition for SF
Neighborhoods, Inc., a 501(c)4 organization.
To Submit Articles: Email articles by the 5th of the month to sfjberk@mac.com
Either inline text or an attached document can be used.
Articles reflect the opinions of the submitter, not necessarily the opinion of the CSFN. We
invite material from member organizations as well as rebuttal to articles already printed.
We reserve the right to edit where necessary. Member organizations may receive two
copies of the newsletter without charge. Subscription: Members/$10, Nonmembers/$15.

V i s i t o r s : P l e a s e S i gn t h e R eg i s t e r

CSFN meets the third Tuesday of each month except for December at
Northern Police Station, Turk & Fillmore Streets (Parking in rear off Turk)
Public Transit: Muni #22 Fillmore, 31 Balboa & 38 Geary Lines

Sign In and Refreshments

I.

6:30

Next Meeting
Tuesday
Sept 20

Contents

AGENDA
General Assembly Meeting
September 20, 2011

Ah! Sweet Mystery That is RCV ............. 1
August Assembly Draft Minutes ............ 3
LU&H Committee Report ...................... 4
August ExComm Report ........................ 4
Reso Regarding ROSE at Plann Comm . 4
CPMC Summary ..................................... 5
Sacramento Legislative Report .............. 6

Reso regarding the adoption of the 2011 draft Recreation and Open Space
Element (ROSE) in its current iteration and requesting that the Planning
Commission continue its current scheduled adoption date of October 20 for
90 days or longer. (LU&H + OS Committees) P.4.

Reso regarding Assembly Constitutional Amendment 4 (ACA4), in the State
Legislature: would place on the ballot a change in voter approval
percentages for General Obligation Bonds from a 2/3 majority to 55%.
(SPEAK) P.3.

Action Items:
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